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Air barrier system
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Building America Program

BFRL

NIST’s Building and Fire Research Laboratory

BIM

Building information modeling
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Building Science Corporation

NZE

Net zero energy

NZERTF

Net Zero Energy Residential Test Facility

NIST

National Institute of Science and Technology
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Quality control
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Introduction
As whole-house energy efficiency increases, new houses become less like conventional houses
that were built in the past. Higher energy performance is achieved by optimizing conventional
components as systems. New materials and new systems, which are expected to perform at a
higher level, require greater coordination and communication between industry stakeholders.
These changes mark a departure from the traditional “labor + materials” approach, where
individual materials or components could be substituted for higher performance elements, toward
an increased focus on the design and construction of whole building systems, where the process
of construction and the interaction of components is more critical to the performance of the final
product. To achieve the level of communication and coordination required, the approach to the
assembly and use of construction documents needs to be improved. Strategy Guideline:
Advanced Construction Documentation Recommendations for High Performance Homes
provides advice to address this need.
The Guideline identifies differences between the requirements for construction documents for
high performance housing and the documents that are typically produced for conventional
housing. The reader will be presented with four changes that are recommended to achieve
improvements in energy efficiency, durability, and health in Building America (BA) program
houses: create coordination drawings, improve specifications, improve detail drawings, and
review drawings and prepare a Quality Control Plan. Each recommendation is discussed using
lessons learned from the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) Net Zero Energy
Lab House, a recent Building Science Corporation (BSC) BA project that will test the
implementation of energy efficiency technologies intended for future use in production
homebuilding.
BSC has prepared this Guideline for designers and builders of high performance new homes
similar to work done by BA. 1 This Guideline addresses improvements to architectural
documentation (i.e., plans and specifications), which will have an impact on construction
administration, construction quality control, and energy efficiency program requirements, but
these issues are not directly addressed in this Guideline.

1 BA is part of the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Building Technologies
Program. The long-term goal of BA is to develop cost-effective, production-ready technologies to be used in new and
existing homes in five major climate zones. BA homes are high-quality, energy-efficient homes that are healthy, durable
and safe. More information about BA can be found at www.buildingamerica.gov.
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1 Risk Identification
1.1 Designing High Performance Homes
High performance housing—the kind of housing that is the focus of the U.S. Department of
Energy’s BA—is unlike conventional housing in that a higher degree of coordination and
communication is needed to ensure that the expected level of whole-house energy performance is
achieved. One reason for this need is straightforward: reaching the performance goals often
involves new technology and new construction techniques. But more fundamentally, many of the
new technologies and new techniques are “whole-building” systems that involve the coordinated
effort of multiple trades.
For example, the levels of airtightness needed to reach the BA minimum standards 2 require a
complete air barrier system (ABS) that achieves continuity through all of the major assemblies
(foundations, above-grade walls, roofs) and all other enclosure components (windows, doors,
mechanical penetrations). Depending on the technology chosen, an ABS may involve the
foundation contractor, the framing crew, insulation installers, the gypsum board contractor, the
heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) installer, electricians, plumbers, roofers, and
telephone, security system, and cable installers. The final performance of the ABS depends on
the work of each of these trades and is inspected by the architect, the builder’s site supervisor,
the Home Energy Rating System rater or energy consultant, and/or the building code official. At
lower-than-BA levels of airtightness, the designer and builder depend on conventional or
traditionally accepted scopes of work, trade experience, and “normal” quality control procedures.
When every hole in the enclosure matters for the performance of the ABS, a higher level of
communication and coordination is needed—sometimes requiring unconventional
documentation. The same is true of other technology such as roof-mounted photovoltaic or solar
hot water panels, high R-value hybrid wall systems, combination space heating and hot water
systems, advanced lighting systems, and home energy management systems.
Although every house project requires good documentation, the higher level of communication
needed to achieve high performance objectives requires that some changes be made that are
beyond what may be considered the good conventional set of drawings and specifications.
Changing energy codes and homeowner expectations mean that conventional housing will
shortly become high performance housing. This Guideline describes improvements to
conventional construction documents that are needed to communicate the design intent and
proper field execution of new technologies and new techniques in high performance housing.
The following sections deal with these recommendations in more detail, using the NIST Net
Zero Energy Lab House as an example of housing that will meet future performance standards.

2

Building Science Corporation (September 2009). “Info-001: Residential Best Practices Criteria.” Building Science Corporation,
www.buildingscience.com/documents/information-sheets/residential-best-practices-criteria?topic=doctypes/information-sheets.
Accessed June 15, 2011.
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2 Tradeoffs
2.1 Communicating Design Intent With Conventional Documents
Design intent is communicated through the contract documents, which typically include the
agreement (between client and builder or between builder and the trades), the drawings, and the
specifications. The set of drawings includes:
•

Architectural drawings. Floor plans, elevations, and sections to describe the proposed
building, with schedules for finishes, doors, windows, and hardware. Information about
the construction may be included as detailed wall sections or individual details, both
keyed to the building drawings.

•

Structural drawings. Often included as annotations to the architectural drawings and
specifications, but may be included as a separate series of drawings.

•

Mechanical and electrical drawings. Typically a separate series of drawings showing
equipment layout, duct layout and equipment schedules—performance information may
be noted on this drawing (e.g., register flows).

•

Site servicing, grading and landscaping drawings. Could be part of the architectural
set, but in a production environment servicing, grading, and landscaping information is
typically provided at the subdivision scale with only minor notes on grade and subgrade
information on the architectural set. Orientation of the houses is also established on a
subdivision scale.

The drawings are read with the specifications, which describe the work by component and the
materials to be used. Often this information is integrated into the drawing set as a specifications
sheet (see the example in Figure 1).
In other cases, specifications are provided in the more detailed MasterSpec format that was
developed by the American Institute of Architects. MasterSpec specifications are divided into
major construction groups and provide information for each element of the building (see Figure
2). This document is included in a project manual, which will contain other information about
the project including general conditions and instructions to bidders, etc. It is also common to find
the specifications included in trade scopes of work that form the basis for a contract with the
general contractor.

3

Figure 1. Excerpt from BSC standard residential specification sheet

Figure 2. Excerpt from MasterSpec table of contents 3
3

More information about the MasterSpec format can be found at www.arcomnet.com/masterspec/masterspec_asc.php.
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In the conventional relationship between the architect, who coordinates the work of various
design professionals, and the constructor, who will execute the work either solely or through
subcontracts with individual trades, both the drawing set and the specifications are organized to
collect the descriptions of various parts of the building (e.g., the landscaping, the mechanical
systems, and the building structure) and then convey this information to the general contractor or
individual trades. The conventional system is familiar and largely effective at communicating
design intent but is subject to the following limitations:
•

A balance must be maintained between the level of detail provided and the size of
the documentation set. It is generally recommended that the drawings and specifications
include only the information that is actually needed for the project. Too little, of course,
and important details may not be executed correctly; too much, and the set will be a
burden on the many people who need to use the contract documents to complete the
project.

•

Large documentation sets often include boilerplate material. A large drawing set may
actually be necessary if the project is complicated. However, large sets of drawings and
specifications are often treated with suspicion because it is common to find that they are
built from remnants of information from past projects. Effectively editing out information
that is unnecessary will help facilitate communication.

•

Coordination must be done between drawings and specifications and between the
different series of drawings (architectural, structural, etc.). The more complicated the
project is, the more important this coordination is. The architect would normally lead the
effort to review all of the components and ensure that the instructions are consistent.
However, because of time constraints on the project, coordination work is often not done
well. In addition, in production home building environments the responsibility for
coordination may lie with one or more other individuals who may or may not be well
versed in all aspects of the work.

•

Fragmented information leads to problems on site. The drawings and specifications
are designed to be read together, but this is not always possible. For example, if the
specifications are contained in a separate document (such as a project manual), this
document may or may not make it to the construction site and so may not be available as
a reference when questions arise as the work is being completed.

•

Fragmenting information by trade may not address important interactions and
dependencies between the work of multiple trades or suppliers. For whole-house
systems (such as the air barrier example given above at the beginning of this section),
there may not be a specific place in the conventional drawing set that draws together the
information and instructions into one place. Where a lower level or no expectation of
performance is given, this may not be an issue. However, in BSC’s work on all types of
buildings, we have found that critical information for one trade is either hidden in the
information meant for another trade (requiring an intensive scanning of the entire
documentation set to find) or simply not identified as having an effect or dependency on
the work of others.
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2.2 Cost Implications of Additional Documentation
There is an incremental cost for all of the recommendations presented in Section 2.3. Time to
understand and integrate technology changes and to produce appropriate drawings typically costs
money and increases the total project budget. Although the precise cost is difficult to estimate,
there are two ways that an evaluation of the cost implications can be made:
Some of the recommendations fall into the category of “doing something differently” and so
after an initial cost of change, it would be expected that these recommendations would become
standard practice and included in the work done for the designer’s normal fee. Improving
specifications or improving detail drawings would be an example of improving something that is
already done in a typical set of documents. Improvements made in this way are one-time costs,
much as the effort required to implement building code changes in existing drawing sets: after
the change is made there is typically no need for additional work.
The portion of the incremental cost that is not absorbed into the “normal” cost of documentation
after the initial change can be compared to cost savings during construction of the building and
cost savings during operation of the building. Framing/HVAC coordination drawings, for
example, both reduce confusion and the possibility of rework on site, and as a result of careful
planning at the design phase, help ensure that well-designed distribution systems are installed as
designed without unplanned penetration of or interference with the thermal enclosure or ABS.
These impacts are at the “subsystem” level and have not been measured. However, the broad
experience of BA has shown that failure to attend to the details at this level is among the main
ways in which project fail to achieve the desired performance level.
But beyond “just maintaining” the expected performance, the NIST Lab House, which is
discussed in this report as a case study, gives an example of where the recommended changes to
the project documentation contributed to an unexpected increase in performance. Section 3.1
describes in detail changes made to the project drawings to address the construction of the
home’s ABS. The intent was to create a state-of-the-art residential ABS as part of the net zero
energy (NZE) objective.
For comparison, the BA airtightness target is 0.25 CFM/ft2 of enclosure area, at –50 Pa (CFM
50/ft2). This enclosure area includes the below grade walls and basement floor, as well as abovegrade walls and roof. Depending on construction methods, BSC typically sees BA homes test
between 0.13 and 0.25 CFM 50/ ft2. BSC expected the NIST Net Zero Lab house to be tighter
than this, given the continuous membrane air barrier on the sheathing, which connects directly to
the foundation and wraps the walls and roof. Therefore, the specification calls for a workmanship
target of 0.1 CFM 50/ft2, which corresponds to 804 CFM 50.
The NIST Net Zero Energy Residential Test Facility (NZERTF) was measured to leak at a rate
of 69 CFM at –50 Pa to outside. This is a phenomenal result, tighter than all targets set for lowenergy homes. The tested leakage of the NIST house was less than one tenth of this tighter target
value, or less than 3% of the BA target (see Figure 3). This result is a combination of enhanced
documentation, training, and field review, of course, but the cost of these enhancements will
have a direct positive effect on the actual whole-house energy savings.
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Figure 3. Preliminary enclosure airtightness test results for NIST NZERTF

2.3 Improvements for High Performance Housing
Through experience with both conventional and high performance housing, BSC has assembled
the following recommendations that aim to address the issues identified above:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create coordination drawings.
Improve specifications.
Improve detail drawings.
Review drawings and prepare quality control plan.

These recommendations relate to the contract documents. Although not discussed here, BSC also
recommends an enhanced scope of training, field review, testing, and commissioning for the
integration of high performance housing techniques and technologies.
Section 3 examines each of these recommendations in more detail. In each section, advice is
provided for designers and builders using examples from the NIST Net Zero Energy Lab House,
a recent BSC/BA project.
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Sidebar: Critical Takeaways from the NIST NZERTF

Figure 4: Design Rendering of NIST NZERTF

NIST’s NZERTF (see Figure 4) was constructed on the NIST campus in Gaithersburg,
Maryland. The house was designed as a typical residence for a family of four in the Gaithersburg
area. Through the use of a high performance enclosure and a building orientation that supports
installation of a south-facing photovoltaic array, the house is designed to consume less energy
than it generates on an annual basis.
As a test facility for the Building Environment Division of NIST, the residence has been
designed to accommodate different types of air distribution and space heating systems, to support
reconfiguration of solar thermal and photovoltaic systems, and to allow incorporation of future
smart grid technologies.
During the first year after completion, the activities of a typical family of four are to be
mechanically simulated using techniques developed by the NIST’s Building and Fire Research
Laboratory (BFRL). Once the year-long simulation has been completed, the house will be turned
into a test bed for NIST’s evaluation of building energy technologies and measurement science.
As a government job, the acquisition and construction processes for the project were subject to
the rules for public projects. As such, the actual design and delivery processes were unlike most
residential projects. The implications of this included:
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•
•
•
•

Products could not be single-sourced.
All correspondence with the bidders was through a third party at the NIST Acquisitions
Division.
All correspondence with the general contractor was also through a third party, the NIST
Contracting Officer’s Technical Representative, for the project.
It could not have been assumed that that general contractor would have any specific
knowledge or experience in the construction of high performance homes.

These conditions potentially removed BSC from participation in day-to-day decisions that could
impact the proper execution of the project. In anticipation of this situation, BSC included the
following items in the contract documents:
•
•

•
•
•
•

A section in the General Requirements of the Specifications for Building America Test
Requirements to be verified by BSC.
Drawings that define the Required Construction Sequence (A-501A, A-501B, A501C)
that must be followed. The intent of this is to ensure that water management and
airtightness strategies are implemented correctly. The sequence requires a blower door
test after the ABS has been completed.
Wall framing elevations showing all studs, headers, sheathing, and rough openings for all
exterior walls and bearing walls.
Details and installation sequences for windows, doors, and other wall penetrations.
Exterior wall sections for each condition showing air sealing, water management, and
thermal enclosure details.
A schedule of all penetrations through the enclosure.

These drawings and specifications go into more detail than would typically be provided for this
type of construction. But in this way, the information required to correctly implement the high
performance enclosure of the NZERTF is presented in detail even if BSC personnel are not
regularly contacted about the construction progress and so provides an excellent example of
complete documentation for a high performance home.
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Sidebar: Resources for High Performance Homes
• Builder’s Guides (available for all climate zones) by Joseph Lstiburek – the builder’s
guides are climate-specific design and construction guides for builders of high
performance homes. The house-as-a-system approach gives building science advice on
house performance and specific building details. These publications are available at
www.buildingsciencepress.com.
•

Building Science Digest 144: Increasing the Durability of Building Constructions. This
document offers an overview of building failures and gives an approach to durability
planning. The document can be viewed online or downloaded at
www.buildingscience.com/documents/digests/bsd-144-increasing-the-durability-of
building-constructions.

•

Building America Best Practices Guides. Five climate-specific guides have been created
by the U.S. Department of Energy to collect the best practice recommendations of BA.
These documents can be downloaded from www.buildingamerica.gov.

•

BSC Building America Performance Criteria. This document is maintained by BSC as a
minimum performance standard for BA projects. This standard represents a performance
level that is achievable to production builders with some effort. The current version of
this standard can be found at
www.buildingscienceconsulting.com/buildingamerica/targets.htm.

•

Building America Builder’s Challenge Criteria. This is the core standards document for
the program developed by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy to challenge builders to build better housing. The standards
represent a level of performance that should be very achievable for most builders. The
criteria can be found at www.buildingamerica.gov/challenge/.

•

IBACOS BA High Performance Scopes of Work. This is a model for revisions to contract
documents. The document includes specific contract language and a description of a
complete process for overhauling builder-trade relationships to support high performance
construction. The document is available at
www.ibacos.com/pubs/High_Performance_Scopes.doc.

•

BSC Building America Quality Control Checklist. This has been developed as a basic
quality control tool for builders involved in BA. The checklist can also be used for
design, contract negotiation, training, and homebuyer assurance. The checklist and
instruction documents can be downloaded at www.buildingscience.com/QA.
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3 Measure Implementation Details
3.1 Create Coordination Drawings
Managing the input of all of the design professionals often requires coordination work to identify
interferences (as in the case of mechanical system distribution and structural system elements,
e.g., “that duct can’t go through that beam”) and inconsistencies (e.g., “that wall finish can’t be
installed with this wall assembly that is designed to dry to the interior”). Often this work is done
in the office as the construction documents are being produced. Sometimes this work is done on
site the first time the plans are used for construction. The latter method can lead to obvious
delays, additional cost, and the associated frustration, but does mean that the people completing
the work understand both the problem and the solution.
Coordination drawings are meant to ensure that the problem solving happens before construction
and in a way that can be communicated to all stakeholders in the particular issue. There are
several drawings that we typically create for high performance housing:
•

Site plan. Many projects do have a site plan (with the exception of production
subdivisions as noted above) but site plans are often prepared to convey only certain
types of information. However, building performance can be directly affected by the site
and landscaping. Energy efficiency, durability, and comfort (ventilation and solar gains)
are all affected by orientation and site microclimate. A site plan that addresses shading of
the house or solar panels, for example, may include the location of existing trees and
structures, as well as new planting. Some green building programs may require protection
of landscape, trees, etc.

•

Assembly sequence drawings. Water management details (systems that control
rainwater penetration: claddings, drainage plans, flashing, etc.), thermal control details,
and air barrier details often involve several trades working in a specific sequence to
properly execute the construction. BSC recommends that these critical elements be drawn
out as a sequence of steps—likely in a 3-D view. This helps to ensure that the
construction sequence is thought out ahead of time. It also provides a drawing that
supports a discussion with trades involved in the work prior to construction. An example
of this drawing is provided in Figure 5. If performance tests are required at specific stages
of the work, the sequence drawing should be annotated to indicate this. For example, at
the NIST project, airtightness testing was required after the exterior air barrier was
completed but before any other work was started.
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Example 1.1: NIST Lab House air barrier construction sequence drawings

Figure 5. Partial air barrier construction sequence
(for full sequence, refer to Attachment C, Drawings A-501A, A-501B)

•

Framing layout with mechanical layout. We frequently recommend a few strategies
that can be connected with this drawing: advanced framing, compact duct distribution,
stacked plumbing systems, and ductwork within the conditioned space. In addition,
typical architectural elements such as ceiling height, ceiling detail, dropped soffits and
bulkheads for mechanical services, “wet walls” for plumbing, and stair and skylight
framing, can all be worked out on this drawing. An example of this drawing is provided
in Figure 6.
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Example 1.2: NIST Lab House duct coordination drawings

Figure 6. Partial plan of NIST floor framing and ductwork layout
(for complete plan, refer to Attachment C, Drawings: AR-D-701, AR-D-801)

•

Mechanical system equipment and distribution layout. Some mechanical systems
have straightforward and familiar equipment, but mechanical drawings sometimes ignore
components (such as exhaust fans and vent or service penetration locations) or else do not
clearly identify the role that the component plays in the system (ceiling fans as part of a
ventilation strategy, for example). Advanced mechanical systems that provide heating
and hot water, and that may also provide cooling and dehumidification or be integrated
with a solar collection system, should be drawn out in detail, preferably with specific
locations on the architectural plans. Equipment schedules and other information can be
integrated into this drawing so that all of the relevant information is presented together.
Any nonstandard requirements should also be listed on this drawing. For example, if an
ENERGY STAR exhaust fan is required in the bathroom, this note—along with the
ASHRAE 62.2 airflow requirement—should be placed on the drawing with the
equipment label or in the mechanical equipment schedule. If third-party verification is
required, this information can also be listed on the mechanical layout drawing. The intent
is that the subtrades using the drawings have, in one place, all of the relevant information
that is critical to the performance of the final product.

Currently BIM (building information modeling) software is being developed and deployed to
assist with the coordination work described above. BIM programs allow for a significant amount
of information about the building to be added into the design models and associated drawings.
However, as with most modeling work, the technique depends on the experience of the user.
Designers should, therefore, strive to understand the underlying technical challenges, the

13

possible interdependencies and the type of communication that will be needed on the project.
With this in hand, the best tool or combination of tools can be chosen to complete the
coordination work.
In order to ensure that the enclosure meet the performance requirements needed to reach net zero
during the first year following completion, as well as to support the future NIST measurement
and testing, the enclosure of the building must be made as airtight as possible. Though all the
required components to make the walls airtight are noted in the conventional building and wall
section drawings in the construction set, this alone fails to adequately convey how a continuous
ABS would be created over the exterior surfaces of the building. In particular, we realized that
the construction sequencing of the exterior walls and roof was needed in order to ensure that the
ABS could be applied in a continuous manner. Furthermore, once the ABS has been installed,
penetrations through the air barrier need to be restricted to only what is required to complete the
exterior walls (e.g., screws through attaching the furring strips to the wall framing) so that holes
are not introduced into the air barrier. Although we were originally concerned with the ABS, we
also needed to be sure that the process would accommodate the components needed for the
structural, water management, and thermal control systems of the building enclosure.
To convey this information to the builder, we generated a set of drawings that outlines a
sequence of construction to follow so this intent can be realized. This set of drawings is intended
to be used in conjunction with the building section and enclosure detail drawings.
Refer to Attachment C, Drawings A-501A, A-501B.
The NIST house has a very complex system of ducts because it is designed to support three
different types of heating/cooling systems, one of which is reconfigurable between supply at
floor level and supply on the wall, and includes a separately ducted heat recovery ventilation
system. Although this is more complicated than will be found in most home construction, high
performance homes are now being built with forced air systems and mechanical ventilation
systems that require careful design and layout of the ducts. For the NIST project, we developed a
set of duct coordination drawings that show the contractor the intent of the design, including
what bay a duct run is to be placed in within the floor/ceiling framing and how it is intended to
thread through floor trusses.
Refer to Attachment C, Drawings: AR-D-701, AR-D-801.
3.2 Improve Specifications
The specifications can be improved for high performance housing in two important ways:
1. Include a statement of intent. High performance homes have specific performance
requirements for building components and systems. In some cases, this might extend to
broader requirements that address indoor air quality, the environmental impact of
construction materials, or compliance with building rating standards or programs. This
information should be prominently displayed as “special requirements” or “statement of
intent” on the cover sheet of the drawing set, or when a formal set of specifications are
prepared, under Division 00 — Procurement and Contracting Requirements and Division
01 — General Requirements. Additional, specific requirements might also be placed on
14

pages within the drawing set where the information is certain to be visible. For example,
in California a note regarding the energy code documentation (CA Title-24) might be
placed on the cover sheet and within the set, documents that list the third-party tests and
verifications that are required (QII, blower door, duct testing, etc). This informs the
subcontractors about additional support they will have to provide to reach the higher
performance standard.
2. Require coordination meetings. Group training sessions with multiple trades present
have been found to be a vital part of implementing high performance measures that affect
the whole house (and therefore are constructed by several different trades). At group
training sessions, all efforts should be made to have those who will be performing the
work, as well as their supervisors and the builder’s site supervision staff at hand. Plans
should be made for continuous support after construction has started to ensure that
learning is done “on the job.” These requirements should be included under Division 00
— Procurement and Contracting Requirements and Division 01 — General
Requirements.
3.3 Improve Detail Drawings
High performance building enclosures typically require more assembly detail drawings than
conventional construction. Most builders and designers are familiar with the concept of “control
layers” (see sidebar “Enclosure Control Layers”) within the construction assembly for walls,
roofs, and below-grade enclosures to address water management (drainage planes and flashings),
air infiltration or exfiltration (air barriers), vapor control (vapor barriers or vapor retarders), and
thermal control (insulation and airtightness). However, in typical drawing sets there are few
detail drawings and those that are drawn are often not the most complicated details. In
conventional construction there can be some reliance on conventional practice to address these
areas. In high performance construction, the use of new materials and systems means that
conventional practice cannot be trusted.
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Sidebar: Enclosure Control Layers
At the most basic level, the primary function of the building enclosure is to separate the interior
and exterior environments. In practice the building enclosure has to provide the “skin” to the
building, i.e., not just separation but also the visible façade. Unlike the superstructure or the
service systems of buildings, the enclosure is seen and is therefore of critical importance to
owners, the architect, and the public. The users or occupants are concerned with both sides of the
building enclosure. The appearance and the operation of the enclosure have an influence on the
interior environment and on factors such as productivity and satisfaction.
In general the physical function of separation of the building enclosure may be grouped into
three subcategories, as follows:
1. Support functions, i.e., to support, resist, transfer, and otherwise accommodate all the
structural forms of loading imposed by the interior and exterior environments, by the
enclosure, and by the building itself. The enclosure or portions of it can be an integral
part of the building superstructure , usually by design but sometimes not.
2. Control functions, i.e., to control, regulate, and/or moderate all the loadings due to the
separation of the interior and exterior environments , largely the flow of mass (air,
moisture, etc.) and energy (heat, sound, etc.).
3. Finish functions, i.e., to finish the enclosure surfaces , the interfaces of the envelope with
the interior and exterior environments. Each of the two interfaces must meet the relevant
visual, aesthetic, wear and tear, and other performance requirements.
A fourth building-related category of functions can also be imposed on the enclosure, namely:
4. Distribute functions, i.e., to distribute services or utilities such as power, communication,
water in its various forms, gas, and conditioned air, to, from, and within the enclosure
itself.
In buildings, the enclosure control functions are often provided by control layers. Building
enclosures need four principal control layers: a water control layer, an air control layer, a vapor
control layer, and a thermal control layer. These control layers can be combined in one material
or be separate.

Any construction detail must address the following issues:
•

Address structural connections. Be sure to have defined a complete load transfer path,
including all connections, to the ground for all loads. This means for roofs to foundations,
from floors to walls to foundation and from window or canopy to walls to foundations.
The most common problem noted is that of no design for connection of secondary
components to the structure (e.g., windows to wall). The most common primary structural
system performance problem experienced is that of too much flexibility caused by
excessive slenderness.
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•

Address movements and tolerances. Design the enclosure to accommodate movements
and construction tolerances. Movement joints or flexible materials should be designed
and provided wherever movements could be expected. Use dry (not caulked) joints when
possible. Include realistic construction tolerances and provide a design that allows for
them. Movement joints must be indicated and dimensioned on drawings.

•

Maintain continuity of control layers. The materials or systems of materials that
control water, air, vapor, and heat must have continuity through each detail describing the
interface or connection between enclosure assemblies and enclosure elements. The actual
requirements for each of the control layers may differ depending on, for example, the rain
control strategy chosen and the likely exposure to environmental loads.

•

Address construction sequence. All of the above must be accomplished with
consideration for the sequence in which the work will be completed.

•

Communicate design intent. The intent of a detail drawing in an architectural set is to
convey the designer’s intent (as to function and appearance). To do this it must provide
the builder, code reviewer, and suppliers with sufficient information to provide and
assemble the system in the field. Hence, numerous requirements are generated from this.
In practice, detail drawings missing the information below are the result of lazy or
ignorant designers—ignorance is by far the most common. Not showing information on
the drawings is explicitly not a defense for a designer, and has increasingly been used as
evidence of incompetence in legal proceedings.

BSC offers the following advice to improve the detail drawings:
•

•

Draw all of the details. Draw details at all connections between enclosure assemblies
(e.g., where a roof assembly meets a wall assembly), and all changes of plane (e.g., an
exterior corner or an interior corner). Common areas for enclosure details are illustrated
in Figure 7.
Draw for communication. Color and fills, construction sequence drawings, and 3-D
isometrics are all easy to use today given computer aided drafting tools. Key detail sheets
for specific trades can be printed and laminated, and then given to the trades in the field
to ease the application. In some cases, the detail can only be shown clearly in 3-D, so a 2
D drawing would be inappropriate. Figure 8 shows how a window installation sequence
is clearly communicated. Figure 9 shows a series of 3-D drawings that help visualize
advanced framing details.
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Figure 7. Common locations for required enclosure details

Example 2.1: NIST window detail drawings

Figure 8. Partial NIST window installation sequence
(for complete sequence, refer to Attachment C, Drawing A-503)
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Example 2.2: NIST advanced framing drawings

Figure 9. Selected advanced framing details
(for complete details, refer to Attachment C, Drawings: A-106 and A-502)

•

Draw realistically. Reality should be incorporated as much as possible. Layers should be
shown overlapped as they are intended to be or butted as they are intended. Computer
drafting encourages drawing with unnecessary precision—layers are drawn in direct
contact without drawing the thickness of the layers. Slightly exploded drawings do a
better job of showing how overlaps are intended. Flashing must be shown arranged in the
order intended, gaps allowed for construction (e.g., around windows) should be shown,
and items such as hemmed edges, cleats, and backer rods should be clearly drawn.

•

Show key dimensions. Dimensions of all important layers (insulation and sheathing
thickness, for example) should be drawn. Screw, bolt, and nail sizes should be shown if
important to the detail. Showing a projecting drip is not sufficient—a dimension should
be provided if the overhang is important. Similarly, drawing a sloped roof, flashing, or
ground line without labeling the intent implies that 0.01% slope is sufficient—the slope
should be specified in percentages or rise:run measures. In cases where dimensions are
critical, tolerance should be indicated to provide information about how precisely the
dimension must be achieved. Spacing of intermittent items should be shown on the
drawing.
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•

Check for continuity of control layers. Labeling the control layers is one way of
keeping the function of each material clear. Figure 10 demonstrates this approach.
Another approach would be to draw emphasis lines through the detail to show, for
example, how the ABS function is carried by the house wrap and then the sealant and
then the window unit. In any case, a simple check can be done by tracing control layers
with a finger, making sure that the finger never needs to be lifted from the paper (or
screen) as a line is drawn through the detail.

Example 2.3: Wall sections that identify the enclosure systems

Figure 10. Partial wall section showing labeling of the ABS

Although standard 2-D exterior wall section drawings describe all of the components that are
required for the construction of the wall, they do not explain the purpose of the various elements
in the drawing. If the builder does not understand the purpose of an element, the element is more
likely to be installed incorrectly. This can undermine the expected performance of the wall. For
example, if the outer layer of exterior insulating sheathing is identified as part of the water
management system, it will be understood why all seams need to be taped, and that the tape
needs to be applied without any “fishmouthing” on the upper edge so that water does not get
behind it. Almost every element in a wall section is part of one or more of the four enclosure
systems: ABS, water management system, vapor management system, and thermal control
system. To assist in providing this information to the builder, wall section drawings can include
notation that indicates the enclosure system(s) to which each element belongs.
Refer to Attachment C, Drawing: HR Wall 02-3.
Correct installation of windows in a high performance home is essential because the connection
between the window and the wall creates a potential weak point for three of the four of the
enclosure systems of the building: thermal control, water management, and ABS. The window
installation has to be integrated into each of these wall systems.
For the NIST project, the window detail sheet includes the conventional 2-D window installation
details for the head, jamb, and sill. However, this sheet also includes a 3-D window installation
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sequence describing the steps needed during window installation to integrate the window into the
wall’s water management system and to continuously transition the wall’s ABS to the window
frame.
The initial window detail drawing that was provided with the “bid set” contained a “generic”
window head, jamb and sill, because the manufacturer of the windows would not be selected
until after the contract was awarded. Because the details of the selected window are so crucial in
achieving the necessary water management and air control, an updated set of window details and
window sequence drawings was created after the window manufacturer was selected. This
updated drawing customized the installation details and sequence to be specific to the selected
manufacturer’s window sections and anchoring system.
Refer to Attachment C, Drawing: A-503.
Most high performance homes use some version of advanced framing (also known as optimized
value engineering framing). This may include 24-om/ on center joist, stud and rafter framing,
two-stud corners, no headers at doors and windows in non-load bearing walls, and minimized
framing at doors and windows in bear walls. As this is still not a standard construction technique,
exterior wall framing elevation drawings are included in the NIST construction set showing the
implementation of the advanced framing techniques for the construction. In addition, a sheet
with 3-D drawings illustrating the general techniques is included with the drawing set.
Refer to Attachment C, Drawings: A-106 and A-502.
3.4 Review Drawings and Prepare Quality Control Plan
Both the architectural designer and the builder’s construction team should review the
completeness of construction drawings prior to construction. This may seem like an obvious
requirement, but, as discussed, instructions to trades are often incomplete, inconsistent, and
consequently, ignored. Because high performance homes often include building systems that are
installed by multiple trades, review of the design intent, proposed methods, and required
performance is critical. The following recommendations focus on the building enclosure and the
mechanical systems as key components of a high performance home.
Any drawing review should incorporate the following general points (given in order of most
general to most specific):
1. All required drawing information is provided. This is a blanket statement but is meant
to indicate that the first step (particularly for an internal review) should be a review of the
basics. Figure 11 shows a sample from an excellent Canadian document that could be
adapted for this purpose.
2. All major enclosure assemblies are specified. At a minimum, the enclosure layers
should be given as a list that includes both the material and its enclosure control function
(water control, air control, vapor control, thermal control) and preferably drawn. If a
formal set of specifications is used on the project, cross referencing the enclosure layers
with the appropriate specification sections may be appropriate.
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Figure 11. Excerpt from "Building Practice Note 29: Building Drawings Checklist:
Architectural Drawings" 4

3. The enclosure control functions for each layer in each assembly are clearly
identified. A draft BSC review tool that was developed for this purpose is included as
Attachment A. The primary intent of this screening tool is to identify building enclosure
assemblies, which by design clearly illustrate their ability to minimize damage caused by
moisture, the dominant premature failure mode for building components. Where
assemblies do not meet checklist items, it is anticipated that the design team will modify
the design or illustrate compliance through calculation, analysis, testing, or modeling.
The functional analysis will assist the design team in selecting enclosure assemblies that
are more likely to provide acceptable control of water, air, vapor, and heat flow, but
actual performance will be determined by a range of factors that are not addressed by this
checklist.
4. Specifications for enclosure systems match the required building performance
specifications. Consider, for example, the specification for the thermal performance of
the enclosure and the many components required to ensure that performance. The review
should evaluate the choice of materials, systems, and equipment relative to the whole
building performance objectives.

4
Strelka, C.S. “Building Drawings Checklist: Architectural Drawings” Building Practice Note 29. Division of Building
Research, National Research Council Canada. Ottawa, August 1982.
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5. Details are drawn for all critical interfaces and junctions. (See recommendations in
Section 2.)
6. Appropriate materials are specified for control functions and are compatible with
adjoining or connected materials or systems. This task requires some knowledge of
chemical compatibility of the specified materials as well as an understanding of the
movements and tolerance that the particular detail must address. A useful starting point
for any material or system is to examine the manufacturer’s instructions and
recommendations.
A more detailed review might include:
•

Review energy model assumptions and results.

•

Review design basis for structural, mechanical, and electrical systems.

•

Review enclosure assembly design.

•

Review the expected service life of major components relative to the design service life
for the building.

An important function of the drawing review is to identify specific details or construction
sequences that will need special attention as they are constructed. A list of these issues should be
made and discussed with the construction crew and construction supervision team.
If warranted, quality control checklists should be developed for each project or building system
design. However, it should be noted that quality control checklists are rarely effective substitutes
for knowledgeable and diligent review by the design and construction manager. Attachment B
includes the Building America Quality Control Checklist, which has been developed by BSC as
both a guide to assist in the transition to high performance home building, and as a simplified
tool to be used as part of any builder’s on-site quality control procedures. There are two parts to
this document: the checklist and the resource appendix.
The checklist contains the most critical points that should be verified during the construction of a
high performance house. The checklist is not intended to be a substitute for good design and
good workmanship, but should be a common point of reference and part of a minimum standard
of quality for high performance construction.
The overall checklist is divided into a pre-drywall inspection and a final inspection. These two
points correspond to the verification steps in many common energy efficiency programs. Each of
the checklist divisions is further subdivided to more closely correspond to typical phases of the
construction process.
It is anticipated that the quality control checklist will be modified by the project team based on
the results of the drawing review to suit the specific quality control needs of the project.
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BUILDING ENCLOSURE FUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST
Version 1.2 – July 2011

Overview
The primary intent of this checklist to identify building enclosure assemblies, which by design clearly illustrate their ability to minimize
damage caused by moisture, the dominant pre-mature failure mode for building components. Where assemblies do not meet checklist
items it is anticipated that the design team will modify the design or illustrate compliance through calculation, analysis, testing, or modeling.
Complete and document the following checklist for each enclosure assembly. The functional analysis will assist the design team in selecting
enclosure assemblies that are more likely to provide acceptable control of water, air, vapor and heat flow but actual performance will be
determined by a range of factors that are not addressed by this checklist.

Detailed Drawings and Specifications
1.

Do each of the enclosure assemblies listed on the wall and roof schedule(s) identify the materials or systems intended
to provide rain water, air, vapor, and thermal control?



2.

Are appropriately scaled detail drawings (plan and section view) showing the continuity of the rain water, air, vapor,
and thermal control layers provided for all of the interfaces including those identified in Figure 1 below?



3.

Are specifications provided outlining;



a.

Approved materials, equivalence or performance requirements,

b.

Quality Control requirements,

c.

Testing requirements (manufacturer and field)

Figure 1: Common Locations for Required Details
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Rain Water Control




1.

Are rain water control layer components installed with a positive slope to allow drainage to the exterior?

2.

Is the rain water control layer shown as continuous on all details through transitions between assemblies (roof-wall)
and components (wall-glazing)?

3.

Is the rain water control layer protected from sunlight at all points except intentionally protruding flashings made of an
appropriately durable material?



4.

Is the rain water control layer protected from thermal expansion and contraction by either being located on the inside
of thermal control layer or being detailed with appropriate transition materials to accommodate for movement of the
structure(s)?



5.

Is the rain water control layer on the outside of the building structure?

6.

Do all of the materials specified for the rain water control layer meet building code requirements?

7.

Is the back of the cladding drained at all points (i.e., provision of a capillary break) so that water cannot build up head
between the cladding and the water control layer?





8.

Is the water control layer part of a manufactured system? If not, is it chemically compatible with other materials in the
system?



9.

Is the expected service life greater than that of the outer lying components?




10. Are all of the openings for windows, doors and other penetrations of the enclosure flashed and drained to the exterior?

Air Control




1.

Do the air barrier specification meet the GSA/NIBS standard?

2.

Is the primary air control layer shown as continuous on all details through transitions between assemblies (roof-wall)
and components (wall-glazing)?

3.

Is the primary air control layer protected from sunlight at all points?

4.

Is the primary air control layer protected from thermal expansion and contraction by being located on the inside of
thermal control layer and have allowance for movement of the structure(s)?

5.

Is the air control layer a stiff material or adequately supported to avoid billowing and damage due to design wind
events?



6.

Is the air control layer part of a manufactured system? If not, is it chemically compatible with other materials in the
system?



7.

Is the expected service life greater than that of the outer lying components?






Vapor Control
1.

Is the assembly vapor open in at least one direction to allow drying?

2.

If an absorptive cladding (e.g., masonry, concrete or stucco) is used, is either a ventilated space included behind the
cladding or vapor control layer located outside of the rain water control layer?
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Thermal Control
1.

Is the thermal control layer shown as continuous on all details through transitions between assemblies (roof-wall) and
components (wall-glazing)?



2.

Is the thermal control layer protected from sunlight at all points?

3.

Is the thermal control layer on the outside of the building structure?

4.

Is the thermal control layer tolerant of moisture accumulation for damage and performance degradation?

5.

Does the thermal control layer have adequate thermal conductance at all points to meet building code requirements
and avoid surface condensation?






6.

Is the space not humidified and positively pressurized?



Glossary
Rain Water Control Layer - The rain penetration control layer is the continuous layer (comprised of one of several materials and formed
into planes to form a three dimensional boundary) in an enclosure assembly that is designed, installed, or acts to form the rainwater
boundary.
Air Control Layer - The air control layer system is the primary air enclosure boundary that separates indoor (conditioned) air and outdoor
(unconditioned) air. In multi-unit/townhouse/apartment construction the air control layer system also separates the conditioned air from any
given unit and adjacent units. Air control layer systems also typically define the location of the pressure boundary of the building enclosure.
In multi-unit/townhouse/apartment construction the air control layer system is also the fire barrier and smoke barrier in inter-unit separations.
In such assemblies the air control layer system must also meet the specific fire-resistance rating requirement for the given separation.
Air control layer systems typically are assembled from materials (such as gypsum board, sealant, etc.) incorporated in assemblies (such as
walls, roofs, etc.) that are interconnected to create enclosures. Each of these three elements has measurable resistance to airflow. The
maximum air permeances for the three components are listed as follows:
• Material
0.02 l/(s-m2)@75 Pa
• Assembly 0.20 l/(s-m2)@75 Pa
• Enclosure 2.00 l/(s-m2)@75 Pa
Materials and assemblies that meet these performance requirements are said to be air control layer materials and air control layer
assemblies. Air control layer materials incorporated in air control layer assemblies that in turn are interconnected to create enclosures are
called air control layer systems. Note that sometimes assemblies can meet the assembly requirements without using materials that meet
the material requirement. And sometimes enclosures can meet the enclosure requirements without meeting either the material or assembly
requirements. Materials are tested according to ASTM E 2178 or E 283. Assemblies are tested according to ASTM E 2357. Enclosures are
tested according to ASTM E 779 or CAN/CGSB – 149.
Vapor Control Layer - The component (or components) that is (or are) designed and installed in an assembly to control the movement of
water by vapor diffusion. One of several vapor control classes: The measure of a material or assembly’s ability to limit the amount of water
that passes through the material or assembly by vapor diffusion. The test procedure for determining vapor control layer class is ASTM E-96
Test Method A (the desiccant or dry cup method).
Class I:
Materials that have a permeance of 0.1 perm or less.
Class II:
Materials that have a permeance of 1.0 perm or less and greater than 0.1 perm
Class III: Materials that have a permeance of 10 perms or less and greater than 1.0 perm
Thermal Control Layer - The component (or components) that is (or are) designed and installed in an assembly to control the transfer of
thermal energy (heat). Typically these are comprised of insulation products, radiant barriers, or trapped gaps filled with air or other gases.
One quantitative measure of a thermal control layers resistance to heat flow is the R-value. R-values are limited in that they deal with
conduction, one of three modes of heat flow (the other two being convection and radiation) and that their range of applicability is typically
limited to materials not assemblies.
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BSC Building America Quality Control Checklist
version 1.0 - October 3, 2008

INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE
- How to use the the BSC Building America QC Checklist
- Checklist Part 1: Pre-drywall Inspection
- Checklist Part 2: Finish Inspection
- Resource Appendix with BSC Information Sheets
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Attachment C: Sample Drawings from the NIST Zero Energy
Residential Test Facility
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